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Restructuring Alternatives
Comparative Advantages and Disadvantages of Out-of-Court Restructurings and Pre-packaged, Pre-negotiated and Traditional “Free Fall” Chapter 11 Cases
Out-of-Court Restructuring

Pre-packaged Plan

A. General Advantages
 Can be accomplished quickly
 Restructure debt
 Avoid chapter 11 case and negative
bankruptcy impact and stigma on business
 Avoid administrative expenses and
management distractions associated with
chapter 11 case
 Management remains in complete control
of business
 Can avoid impacting certain debt, including
credit agreement
 Generally less dilution of equity

A. General Advantages
 Restructure debt
 Eliminate holdouts and avoid most
uncertainties that may arise in
chapter 11 case
 Avoid protracted chapter 11 case and
most, if not all, of bankruptcy impact
on business
 Avoid administrative expenses and
management distractions associated
with protracted chapter 11 case
 Signals global solution to
marketplace
 Management remains in complete
control of business
 Probably less dilution of equity

B. General Disadvantages
 “Holdouts” can leverage process
 Difficult to establish hard and fast
timeline
 Benefits limited to restructuring
outstanding funded debt
 Do not realize benefits of chapter 11;
for example:
─ More substantial deleveraging
─ Elimination of burdensome contracts
and leases; leverage to renegotiate
these agreements
─ Ability to conduct “free and clear”
bankruptcy sales and maximize the
benefits of going-out-of business
sales
─ Chapter 11 discharge and discharge
injunction
─ Automatic Stay
─ Forum for consensus among creditors

B. General Disadvantages
As with out-of-court restructuring,
pre-filing workout can drag out and
benefits are limited to restructuring of
funded debt
 Potential bankruptcy impact on
business
 Potential impact on management
 Impact on equity
 Reporting requirements
 Expense


Pre-negotiated Plan

“Free Fall” Chapter 11

A. General Advantages
Restructure debt
 Eliminate holdouts
 Potentially avoid many uncertainties that
may arise in “free fall” chapter 11 case
 Potentially avoid protracted chapter 11
case, including expenses and
management distractions
 Receive benefits of automatic stay
 Avoid interest on unsecured and
undersecured debt (unless 100% payout
to unsecured creditors)

A. General Advantages
 Restructure debt in consensus promoting
forum and provide opportunity to resolve
operational or management problems
 Eliminate holdouts
 Clean up other long-term problems (e.g.,
burdensome contracts and leases,
environmental claims and other
unliquidated claims)
 Receive benefits of automatic stay
 Sell assets or assign contracts or leases
despite restrictions
 Obtain financing that may not be available
outside of bankruptcy
 Avoid interest on unsecured and
undersecured debt (unless 100% payout to
unsecured creditors)

B. General Disadvantages
Probably some bankruptcy impact on
business
 Potentially greater impact on
management
 Impact on equity
 Greater risk of valuation fights and no
certainty regarding plan confirmation or
timeframe
 Fishbowl syndrome
 Burdensome reporting requirements
 Expense
 Uncertainty of outcome and risk of losing
control
 Typically used to address long-term debt
issues or other discrete issues; difficult to
negotiate a resolution with numerous
individual creditors or unorganized
constituencies

B. General Disadvantages
 Impact on business
 Impact on management
 Impact on equity
 Uncertain timeframe
 Fishbowl syndrome
 Burdensome reporting requirements
 Substantial expense
 Uncertainty of outcome and risk of losing
control
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Out-Of-Court Restructurings
Exchange Offers
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What Is An Exchange Offer


An exchange offer is an offer by an issuer to repurchase its debt securities
from existing holders in exchange for new debt, equity or cash, or a
combination thereof



An exchange offer is a sale of securities and therefore must be registered
under the Securities Act of 1933 unless there is an available exemption
from such registration requirements



An exchange offer is also a tender offer and must comply with the tender
offer rules
All exchange offers are subject to Regulation 14E
o Exchange offers for convertible debt and other equity securities such as
preferred securities are also subject to Rule 13e-4 (and possibly Rule 13e-3)
o
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How Does An Exchange Offer
Help An Issuer?


Issuing equity in exchange for debt will deleverage an issuer and reduce the
issuer’s cash interest expense



Issuing debt in exchange for debt can also have a similar effect when the
outstanding debt is distressed and trading at a discount so an issuer can
retire the outstanding principal amount of debt for less than its face value
Example: $1,000 principal amount of debt is trading at $200
Issuer offers to pay debt holders $300 of new debt in exchange for each $1,000
principal amount of debt that is trading at $200
o Result, the issuer reduces outstanding debt by $700
o
o



Issuer may also be able to improve its cash position by offering new debt
with longer maturities and terms that reduce its short term cash interest
payment requirements
o
o
o

PIK interest or PIK toggle
Lower interest in near term in exchange for higher interest in later years
Longer maturities
7
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Why Would A Debt Holder Agree
To This?


Risk of lower recovery in bankruptcy due to inherent uncertainty in a court
proceeding, higher administrative expenses and business disruption and
other risk associated with bankruptcy



If a debt holder purchased the debt in the secondary market when it was
trading at distressed levels, the debt holder can lock-in an instant profit
Example: distressed debt investor purchases debt that is trading at 20% of par in
the secondary market
o Issuer offers to pay each debt holder $300 of new debt in exchange for every
$1,000 principal amount of debt tendered
o Result, distressed debt investor makes $100 for every $1,000 principal amount of
debt it purchased for only $200 in the secondary market and tenders into the
exchange offer
o



Debt holder may receive an equity kicker in the exchange offer in the form
of warrants
8
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The Holdouts


Unlike a restructuring in bankruptcy, an exchange offer is completely
voluntary
o

Holders who do not participate retain their existing debt securities and may be in
an improved position to receive full repayment at a shorter maturity than the
restructured debt by not exchanging



Tendering holders are reluctant to tender if other non-tendering holders
don’t share the pain and would ultimately benefit by not tendering, resulting
in a transfer of value from tendering holders to non-tendering holders



Similarly, unless a significantly high amount of debt holders tender in the
exchange offer, the exchange offer may not result in the amount of
deleveraging that the issuer requires



For this reason, most exchange offers are conditioned on the participation
of a minimum percentage of debt holders
o

Usually at least 90% and often 95% or higher
9
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The Holdouts (cont)


So called, holdouts, are one of the biggest obstacles to consummating a
successful out-of-court exchange offer



Due to the potential for holdouts, depending on the composition and
willingness of bondholders, the leverage of the parties and the capital
structure of the issuer, an out-of-court restructuring may not be feasible and
the issuer may be forced to consider pursuing a prepackaged or
prearranged bankruptcy



Alternatively, an issuer may seek to pursue a dual track solicitation for an
out-of-court restructuring and a prepackaged bankruptcy in order to mitigate
the risk that the higher participation threshold required for an out-of-court
restructuring is not achieved, but the lower participation threshold required
for a prepackaged bankruptcy can be achieved



In order to seek to minimize holdouts, issuers utilize a stick and carrot
approach
10
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Covenant Strips


Obtain exit consents to strip substantially all restrictive covenants and other
protective provisions and events of default contained in the indenture
governing the notes



As a result, non-tendering holders are left with debt that does not contain
most of the original protections



The TIA and most indentures provide that cannot change economic terms
without 100% consent
o
o
o



Maturity
Reduction in principal or interest
Change in form of payment

Potential Pitfall: A “payment for consents” covenant in existing indenture
could limit ability to strip covenants depending on offer structure

11
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Other Structural Elements To
Improve Likelihood of Success


Offer greater consideration for early tenders in order to incentivize tenders
and create tension and fear among debt holders
o

Exchange offer is structured to provide that irrevocable tenders in first ten
business days receive greater consideration



o

There are limits to how coercive the incentive may be structured
Most practitioners believe that making the higher incentive period shorter than 10
business days is problematic

This incentive structure only works for straight debt tenders subject to only the
minimal tender offer rules contained in Regulation 14E



Offer increased seniority – structural if possible



Offer increased security – if permissible under existing indenture



Offer increased guarantors – if permissible under existing indenture

12
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Other Structural Elements To Improve
Likelihood of Success (cont)


Commence exchange offer with a side by side solicitation for a
prepackaged bankruptcy with lower consideration
o

Because a prepackaged bankruptcy requires only 66 2/3% participation, if the
issuer can “lock-up” sufficient bondholders to ensure that the prepackaged
bankruptcy will succeed, this can create tension and encourage bondholders to
tender in order to avoid receiving the lower consideration in the prepack



Lock-up Agreements: In order to provide certainty to the success of an
exchange offer, or at least increase the likelihood of success, issuers
ordinarily seek to lock-up a significantly high percentage of large debt
holders prior to launching an exchange offer



In the lock-up agreement, the debt holders will agree to tender into and
support the exchange offer, not transfer their securities unless the
transferee agrees to the terms of the agreement and, in certain cases,
agree to support a prepack bankruptcy
o

In the case of a solicitation for a side by side prepack and out-of-court exchange
offer, issuers usually seek to lock-up at least 66 2/3% of debt holders prior to
launch in order to provide certainty of success
13
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The Securities Act Of 1933

 There are three types of exchange offers
o

Registered exchange offers

o

Section 3(a)(9) exempt exchange offers

o

Private exchange offers

14
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Registered Exchange Offers


Exchange offers are registered with the SEC on Form S-4



Exchange offers have significant disadvantages, particularly in this
environment
Significant risk of delay due to potential SEC review
Due to “gun jumping” and “integration” risks, there is increased uncertainty prior
to launch and increased risk of negative publicity upon filing
o Holdout risk
o More costly than an unregistered deal
o Section 11 securities law liability
o
o



Advantages include:
o
o
o
o

New securities are not “restricted”
Ability to pay for solicitations and utilize bankers
All bondholders are able to participate
Can use different issuers to potentially provide structural seniority

15
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Section 3(a)(9) Exchange Offers


Contains an exemption from registration under the securities act for “. . . any
security exchanged by the issuer with its existing security holders
exclusively where no commission or other remuneration is paid or given
directly or indirectly for soliciting such exchange”



There are three primary elements of the Section 3(a)(9) exemption
The “no paid solicitation” requirement
o The “same issuer” requirement
o The “exclusivity by exchange” requirement
o

16
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Solicitations


Although it “IS” permissible to solicit tenders, “PAID” solicitations are not
permitted



This is the largest impediment to utilizing Section 3(a)(9)
For this reason, Section 3(a)(9) exchange offers are often not utilized when an
exchange offer is for a single series of debt with an investment bank acting as a
dealer / manager
o Section 3(a)(9) exchange offers are more suited to larger more comprehensive
debt restructurings where a restructuring financial advisor has been engaged
o

17
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What Is A “Paid Solicitation?”


The determination of whether a “paid solicitation” has occurred is inherently
fact specific



An issuer’s employees generally have significant latitude in communicating
with, and soliciting, the issuer’s debt holders so long as they are not paid
separately for the solicitation



It is preferable that those employees conducting the solicitation be key
employees and senior management with significant responsibilities at the
issuer other than the solicitation



No special bonus or commission should be paid for such activities

18
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Financial Advisors And
Other Agents


There is increased risk that such persons’ activities will be deemed to be a
“paid solicitation” due to the fact that they are being separately engaged for
purposes of such exchange



Financial advisors and other agents MAY:
Provide advice to the issuer with respect to virtually all aspects of developing and
executing a Section 3(a)(9) exchange
o Provide administrative or ministerial services designed to convey the information
in the exchange offer documentation
o



Financial advisors and other agents may also render a “fairness opinion”
o

However, if they do render such an opinion it is imperative that their activities be
further curtailed and that they do not have any contact with debt holders or their
advisors or agents

19
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Financial Advisors And
Other Agents (cont)


Financial advisors and other agents MAY NOT:
Make any recommendation to any holder of debt securities or their advisors or
other representatives regarding the acceptance or rejection of such offer
o Convey management’s views or recommendations even if those views are
contained in the exchange offer documentation
o



o

In such cases, the financial advisor should direct the debt holder to communicate
directly with the company

Receive any fee based on the success of the exchange offer




The engagement letter with all financial advisors needs to be carefully scrutinized if
there is any chance that a Section 3(a)(9) exchange offer will be pursued
There are fixed fee structures that can be utilized as a fall back if such contingency
exists and most financial advisors have them in their forms

20
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The “Same Issuer” Requirement


The “same issuer” requirement can limit the ability to use the Section 3(a)(9)
exemption in situations where new structurally senior securities are being
issued in the exchange



The SEC has taken no-action positions that the “same issuer” requirement
is satisfied in the case where a parent guarantees the existing securities of
a subsidiary prior to the exchange offer even if the purpose of the guarantee
is to satisfy the “same issuer” requirement

21
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The “Exclusivity By Exchange”
Requirement


Section 3(a)(9) provides an exemption for “any security exchanged by the
issuer with its existing security holders exclusively”



Rule 149 permits security holders to pay such cash to the issuer, along with
the target securities, in a Section 3(a)(9) exchange offer “as may be
necessary to effect an equitable adjustment, in respect of dividends or
interest paid or payable on the securities involved in the exchange”
o



The SEC has also confirmed the availability of the Section 3(a)(9) exemption in
exchange offers where the terms of the exchange offer include a waiver of
interest or dividends

Rule 150 permits an issuer to make direct or indirect payments to its
security holders in connection with a Section 3(a)(9) exchange when such
payments are part of the terms of the exchange
o

Unlike Rule 149, Rule 150 does not contain any requirement that such
consideration effect an equitable adjustment
22
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Advantages And Disadvantages Of
A Section 3(a)(9) Exchange Offer


Advantages of a Section 3(a)(9) exchange offer include:
o
o
o
o

Can be accomplished relatively quickly with no SEC review
Less expensive than a registered exchange offer
Exemption not limited to “Accredited Investors,” “QIBs” and non-U.S. investors
New securities have same “restricted” status under Rule 144 as old securities
and participants in exchange offer may “tack” their holding periods


o



Because of the shortening of the Rule 144 holding periods, this means that it is likely
that the new securities will be “unrestricted” if tendered securities were held for six
months by non-affiliates and the issuer is a reporting company

Section 11 liability does not apply (although 10b-5 liability exists)

Disadvantages of a Section 3(a)(9) exchange offer include:
Prohibition on payment for “solicitations” and limits on activities and use of
bankers and financial advisors
o Holdout risk
o Requirement that new securities be issued by the same issuer as the target
securities
o

23
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Private Exchange Offers


Section 4(2) and Regulation D promulgated there under provide an
exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933
for securities issued in “transactions by an issuer not involving any public
offering”



Private exchange offers are limited to “Accredited Investors,” “QIBs” and
non-U.S. investors pursuant to Regulation S



In order to police the participants in a private exchange offer, it is necessary
for the exchange agent to send out an eligibility letter to “pre-clear”
participants entitled to receive the exchange offer documentation and
participate in the exchange offer

24
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Private Exchange Offers (cont)


In any private exchange offer utilizing a covenant strip, it is important to
consider the covenants contained in the target securities
Many high yield indentures contain a covenant limiting the payment of consents
unless such consent payment is offered to all holders of the securities
o Unless every holder of the target securities is able to certify in the eligibility letter
that it is entitled to receive the exchange offer documentation, this provision will
limit the ability of an issuer to include a covenant strip in a private exchange offer
o

25
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Advantages Of A Private
Exchange Offer


Advantages of a private exchange offer include:
Can be accomplished relatively quickly with no SEC review
Less expensive than a registered exchange offer
No prohibition on payment for “solicitations” or limitations on activities and use of
bankers and financial advisors
o No requirement that new securities be issued by the same issuer (unless desire
ability to tack holding periods), resulting in increased structuring flexibility
o Ability to tack holding period of exchanged securities pursuant to Rule
144(d)(3)(ii) if the new securities are acquired solely in exchange for other
securities of the same issuer
o
o
o





o

Requires same issuer of old and new securities
Bondholders cannot pay cash for exchange
Because of the shortening of the Rule 144 holding periods, this means that it is likely
that the new securities will be “unrestricted” if tendered securities were held for six
months by non-affiliates and the issuer is a reporting company

Section 11 liability does not apply (although 10b-5 liability exists)

26
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Disadvantages Of A Private
Exchange Offer


Disadvantages of a private exchange offer include:
Exemption limited to “Accredited Investors,” “QIBs” and non-U.S. investors
pursuant to Regulation S
o Holdout risk
o If desire ability to tack holding periods, the new securities must be issued by the
same issuer as the target securities
o

27
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Tender Offer Rules


All exchange offers are subject to the Regulation 14E tender offer rules
Requires that tender offer be open for minimum of 20 business days
o Tender offers must remain open for at least 10 business days after the date of
publishing or sending notice to security holders of an increase or decrease in:
o





The percentage of the class of securities being sought
The consideration offered
The dealer’s soliciting fee

Issuer must pay for or return the tendered securities promptly after the
termination or withdrawal of the tender offer
o The issuer must provide public notice of any extension of the length of the tender
offer
o Prohibition on purchases outside of tender offer (for convertible and other equity
securities such as preferred securities)

o
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Rule 13e-4 –
Issuer Tender Offer Rules


Rule 13e-4 applies to tender offers by issuers for their equity securities if the
issuer has a class of equity securities registered pursuant to Section 12 of the
Exchange Act or is required to file periodic reports pursuant to Section 15(d)
of the Exchange Act



As a result, exchange offers for convertible securities and other equity
securities may need to comply with Rule 13e-4 in addition to Regulation 14E



Rule 13e-4 was modeled after the third-party tender offer requirements of
Regulation 14D and contains antifraud, filing, disclosure and dissemination
requirements



Rule 13e-4 requires issuer to file a Schedule TO with the SEC, which is
subject to SEC review

29
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Rule 13e-4 –
Issuer Tender Offer Rules (cont)


Rule 13e-4 also requires:
o
o
o

o
o

The provision of withdrawal rights at any time while the tender offer is open and
40 business days after the commencement of the tender offer
Pro rata acceptance if the exchange offer is for less than all outstanding
securities
The issuer must pay all holders of target securities the highest amount of
“consideration” paid pursuant to the tender offer (i.e., early tender consent
incentives are not permitted)
The exchange offer must be made to all holders of the target securities
Prohibition on purchases of target securities or securities of the same class for
ten full business days after termination of the offer

30
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Rule 13e-3 – Going Private Rules


Rule 13e-3 applies to certain exchange offers for convertible securities and
other equity securities



Rule 13e-3 applies to any transaction specified in the rule that has either the
purpose or reasonable likelihood of reducing the number of holders of the
equity target securities below 300 or causing the equity target securities to
no longer be listed on a national securities exchange nor authorized for
quotation on an inter-dealer quotation system



The transactions specified in the rule include
o
o
o

The purchase of an equity security of the issuer
A tender offer for an equity security of the issuer
A solicitation subject to Regulations 14A or 14C in connection with “a merger,
consolidation, reclassification, recapitalization, reorganization or similar corporate
transaction” or a sale of substantially all assets to an affiliate, or certain reverse
stock splits
31
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Rule 13e-3 –
Going Private Rules (cont)


Rule 13e-3 contains many of the similar provisions as Rule 13e-4



In addition, Rule 13e-3 requires the filing of a Schedule 13e-3 with the SEC,
which is subject to SEC review, and likely to get greater scrutiny than a filing
on Schedule TO



Rule 13e-3 also requires the issuer to state whether it believes the
transaction is fair or unfair to unaffiliated security holders and to discuss in
reasonable detail the material factors upon which that belief is based



Rule 13e-3 contains an exemption that is commonly relied upon for debt for
equity exchange offers where the target securities holders are offered only
an equity security either:
o
o

With “substantially the same rights” as the target securities or
That is common stock of the issuer

32
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Other Issues


It is important for counsel to continually monitor issuers’ public and private
disclosures to ensure compliance with Regulation FD and avoid 10b-5
liability



Consider need / advisability of providing anticipatory cautionary disclosure
with respect to an issuer’s financial condition and intent to explore potential
restructuring alternatives in SEC filings to provide increased flexibility in
dealing with security holders

33
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Other Issues (cont)


Confidentiality Agreements: Due to Regulation FD and other negative
publicity issues, it is necessary for issuers to enter into confidentiality
agreements with those debt holders that the issuer intends to discuss the
terms of a potential restructuring in advance of launch
Because a confidentiality agreement will restrict bondholders from trading until
the information they have received no longer constitutes “material non-public
information,” bondholders executing confidentiality agreements will often require
that the issuer make a market cleansing disclosure of all material information
disclosed pursuant to the confidentiality agreement after a relatively short period
of time, regardless of whether a deal is reached
o For this reason, counsel should carefully monitor what is disclosed to individual
bondholders throughout the process
o
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Other Issues (cont)


Liability: Because all exchange offers are subject to 10b-5 liability, most
exchange offers are made via the use of an Exchange Offering Memorandum
that describes the terms and risks of the transaction and contains similar
information to that contained in a Private Placement Memorandum or
Prospectus
In the case of a solicitation for a side by side prepack and out-of-court exchange
offer, the Exchange Offering Memorandum will also include disclosure required for
soliciting consents to the prepackaged plan in accordance with bankruptcy law
o In exchange offers utilizing a Dealer-Manager, the Dealer-Manager will most often
require a 10b-5 letter be issued by the issuer’s counsel and a comfort letter be
issued by the issuer’s auditor on the Exchange Offering Memorandum
o As a result of the foregoing, issuers and their counsel should exercise the same
degree of attention and prudence in drafting an Exchange Offering Memorandum
as they would in preparing a Private Placement Memorandum or Prospectus
o



Risk of triggering a change of control default or required offer to purchase if
contemplating a highly dilutive debt for equity exchange offer
o
o

Need to avoid formation of a deemed 13D group
Spoke and wheel analysis
35
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In-Court Restructurings
Prepackaged Bankruptcies
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In-Court Restructurings
Prepackaged Bankruptcies


In the event an issuer is required, or opts to, file a pre-packaged bankruptcy
plan, there are a number of issues that need to be considered and prepared
well in advance of the filing in order to minimize disruption to the issuer’s
business and increase the likelihood of a quick and efficient proceeding,
including:
Management of public relations
o Management of employee morale
o Management of supplier relations
o Management of investor relations
o
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Filing Venue


Traditional filing venues for professional Chapter 11 proceedings are the
Southern District of New York and the District of Delaware; these are debtor
friendly jurisdictions where judges have significant expertise in dealing with
complex reorganizations



Certain Debtors may wish to utilize “home court advantage” and file in a
less traditional jurisdiction, where the Debtor’s ongoing operations are
critical to the local economy

38
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Timeline


One primary advantage of a pre-packaged bankruptcy is that the
bankruptcy often proceeds quickly, avoiding significant administrative
expenses and certain reporting obligations



Typically a Plan of Reorganization and proposed Disclosure Statement are
filed simultaneously with the Chapter 11 petitions on the first day of the case



A hearing to approve the Disclosure Statement and confirm the Plan of
Reorganization may be scheduled in as little as 30 days



If approved, the effective date of the Plan of Reorganization (i.e., the date of
emergence from bankruptcy) will be approximately 10 days after
confirmation of the Plan of Reorganization
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Executory Contracts


A debtor in a Chapter 11 case has significant flexibility to deal with its
“executory contracts” such as supply contracts, licenses, customer
contracts, etc.



In most jurisdictions, an executory contract is defined as a contract in which
a material obligation must be performed in the future by both parties to the
contract, such that the failure to perform such obligation would constitute a
breach; credit agreements typically are not executory contracts



A debtor is permitted to assume or reject its executory contracts or
unexpired leases, constrained only by the dictates of the business judgment
rule
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Executory Contracts (cont)


Any damages resulting from the rejection of executory contracts are
unsecured prepetition claims extinguished pursuant to the terms of the Plan
of Reorganization



A debtor may also assume favorable executory contracts and unexpired
leases, but must “cure” (i.e., pay) all amounts owed on the contract, whether
such amounts are due and owing on a prepetition or postpetition basis



Contracts that have been neither accepted nor rejected remain in force and
the debtor must satisfy all obligations under the contract on a postpetition
basis, the debtor may not pay prepetition amounts owing pursuant to the
contract
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Reinstatement of
Credit Agreements


Under Section 1124 of the Bankruptcy Code, a debtor may reinstate a
credit agreement so long as certain statutory prerequisites are met



Reinstatement essentially permits the credit agreement to be “passed
through” the bankruptcy, leaving the reorganized company with a credit
agreement on the exact same terms as the pre-bankruptcy agreement



If reinstatement is permitted, the lenders to the credit agreement are
unimpaired and thus are deemed to have consented to the Plan of
Reorganization notwithstanding any potential desire to object
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Reinstatement of
Credit Agreements (cont)


For a proposed reinstatement to be valid under Section 1124, the Plan of
Reorganization must (i) leave unaltered the legal, equitable and contractual
rights of the lenders under the credit agreement; (ii) cure any default that
occurred before or after the commencement of the case (with certain exceptions
discussed below); (iii) reinstate the maturity of the credit agreement; (iv)
compensate the lenders for any damages as a result of reasonable reliance on
contractual provisions in the credit agreement; and (v) compensate the lenders
for pecuniary loss associated with failure to perform any nonmonetary obligation



Certain defaults need not be cured by the Debtor for reinstatement to be valid,
and this issue is being actively litigated in a number of pending bankruptcy
proceedings; one example of a default that plainly need not be cured is a default
predicated on the actual filing of bankruptcy by the Debtor – a so-called “ipso
facto” clause



This issue is jurisprudentially undeveloped, but currently in vogue because
numerous debtors are finding their pre-recession credit agreements to be
significantly more favorable than current market offerings
43
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Employment and Senior
Management Issues


With respect to senior management, it is commonplace in both in and outof-court restructurings for boards of directors to approve retention bonus or
other similar programs to provide incentives for senior management to
remain in place through the process



Under the 2005 Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code, there are now
significant limitations on the ability of debtors to provide traditional "stay
bonuses" or other similar incentives to senior management if a Chapter 11
filing actually becomes necessary



There nonetheless remains significant flexibility to provide appropriate
incentives to management in the form of "success" bonuses or other
targeted incentive programs within the confines of the new Bankruptcy
Code limitations on executive compensation in Chapter 11
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Management of Supplier
Relationships


Suppliers should first and foremost be reassured that all compensation for
postpetition goods or services provided in the ordinary course of business
will be paid as and when due under customary trade terms



Prepetition goods and services may be paid under certain circumstances,
such as, for example, goods delivered within twenty days of the petition
date in the ordinary course of business



Supplier relations can be strained by the bankruptcy process, but solid and
consistent communication, especially communication focused on
expectations regarding emergence from bankruptcy as soon as practicable
and the relatively short duration of the Chapter 11 proceedings can
overcome supplier anxiety
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